
NOTE: This summary is a brief non-legal description of benefits. All benefits are subject to the definitions, limitations and exclusions set forth in each contract. 8 

Employer Paid 
Benefit Amount 5x salary up to a maximum of $1,000,000 

Aggregate Limit $4,750,000 (total liability for any one accident) 

Coverage Includes Employer  Owned or Leased  Aircraft 
Extraordinary Commutation 
Paralysis 
Hijacking/Skyjacking 
Personal Deviation/Sojourn 
Business Trip with or Relocation of a Spouse ($25,000)/Child ($10,000) 

Standard Benefits* Loss of Life; Speech; Hearing; Hand, Foot, or an Eye; and Thumb and Index Finger on either hand 
 
*100% in the event of accidental loss of life, two limbs, the sight of both eyes, one limb and the sight of one eye, or 
speech and hearing. 50% for  accidental loss of one limb, site of one eye, or speech or hearing. 25% for accidental loss 
of thumb and index finger of the same hand. 

Supplemental Benefits Rehabilitation                              10% to $25,000 
Air Bag                               5% to $10,000 
Seat Belt                              10% to $25,000 
Coma                             (see AD&D amount) 
Therapeutic Counseling              10% to $25,000 
Adaptive Home & Vehicle           10% to $25,000 
Bereavement Counseling            $100 per visit to $500 

Business Travel Accident Insurance provides accidental death 
and dismemberment coverage while traveling on company 
assignment, including local business travel. 

Personal Savings are Key. You are the most important 
contributor to your retirement.  You are working hard today 
so you can enjoy your retirement, but a comfortable 
retirement doesn't just happen - it takes planning and 
saving. 

BUSINESS TRAVEL ACCIDENT 
Administered by The Hartford 
B
AA

Canal provides all employees with a 3% profit share contribution to the 401(k) plan.  In addition, Canal matches 100% of the first 3% 
deferred, eligible wages (5% if an employee has 10 + years of service).  It is effective the first day of the month following employment.  

You have two enrollment options:  

1. Online Enrollment at www.401k.com 

2. Auto Enrollment 

Employees who do not enroll online will automatically be enrolled in the 401(k) plan following 30 days of employment.  Employees will 
receive a letter from Fidelity which outlines their automatic enrollment options and default Freedom Fund election. 

* If you prefer to not participate at this time or have questions about the Plan’s provisions, log on to www.401k.com or call  1.800.835.5097.  

401(K) SAVINGS & INVESTMENT 
Administered by Fidelity Investments 
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